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To

THE READER

May, 1998

Dear Reader:
Much has transpired since our last issue. Firstly, the American Association for the Advancemem of
Science (AAAS) has held its 150th consecutive meeting. The attendees were reminded that Benjamin Franklin
,.,.ras prominent in founding the AAAS and comrihuted greatly to the question of electricity·. While 1he suhject
is taken for granted today, it ,vas a curiosity in Franklin's day. Like most scientists, Franklin had a broader
interest in science and abo an eye for its practical application. One of the presentation.s at the meetings was
a classroom type demonstration of the henefit of lightning rods (attrihuted largely to Franklin) and the
violent destruction that can result from lightning strikes. It was also pointed out that he w,11, fortunate to
have survived his own experiments.
With age and demonstrated stamina also comes recognition. This year the meeting was addressed by
President Clinwn and this marked the first time that consecutive presidents have taken time from a busy
national schedule to address the AAAS. True, addresses hy presidents are made to announce a program,
outline an agenda, or comment un some specifa: aspect of American SlKiety and thi,; nature uf the addn:sses
has not changed. This time the President was seeking support for the cigarette settlement and application
of a portion of the proceeds to the support of scientific re.~earch. I! is very significant that over the 150 year
life span of the AAAS thar this society has been addressed more frequently in the last 50 years by an
incumbent president than it was in the first century of its exisknce.
As an affiliate of the A.AAS, the state academies of science and other science societies make a
contribufion to the credibility of science 1hrough development of disciplined approaches to explaining our
universe and deriving benefits from this knrn.vledge. From engineering feats of moon landing.~ to biological
accomplishments of genetic engineering, we realize benefits from these endeavors far beyond their focused
goals and ohjeclives. Science i.~ heing heard, il is accomplishing change.,, and it is achieving continued
support. And, it b worthy of your continuing .,upport.
Sincerely,
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Alan Olness, Editor, Minncsma Academy of Science Journal
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